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in getting such a job at a time when so many of his friends
were out of work, and without the shghtest prospect of
getting work, after obtaining their university degrees
He was an ardent pacifist and extremely anxious to
promote a friendly intercourse between French and German
youth across the frontiers of hatred and intolerance But
he did not hide the unpopularity of such views among his
contemporaries, and especially among those of his own
social class
The Occupation of the Ruhr, he wrote in one of his letters,
is a memory which still rankles deep in tne German mind Rightly
or wrongly—/ am not sure—most people blame the inflation period^
which thrust us into ruin and agony, upon that action of the French
Government under Pomcart I try to put all that on one side as
ancient history I have written an article for Der Friede which is
an appeal to the younger mind in Germany to look forward instead of
backward, and to work for friendship between a generation of French
and German youth untrammelled by old feuds which lead nowhere
except to renewed conflict
I am all with your M Bnandfor the United States of Europe—
a federation of European peoples for the safeguarding of their common
culture and the necessities of economic life, now getting choked by
this passion for little nationalities, each with tariffs and customs and
trade restrictions We have six million unemployed in Germany
Gott in Himmel l how are we going to get them to work again, as
long as these restrictions Iast9 and while every other nation tries to
keep out German goods ? But, mon cher capitame, / do not
disguise from you that the German people are swinging away from
liberalism and the international outlook to a more intense nationalism
of their own It is due if I may say so> and as you freely admit,
to the refusal of France to treat Germany on any terms of equality
This sense of being the only disarmed nation in a world of armed
Powers is intensifying the inferiority complex of the German people
It is making them pathological in their psychology     You have no
idea of the madness in many German minds    Sometimes I am
positively frightened by the conversations I hear around me

